Privacy and Security
Security for Mobile and Cloud Frontiers in Healthcare

Designers and developers of healthcare information technologies must address preexisting security vulnerabilities and undiagnosed future threats.

I fear the day when your security requirement kills one of my patients,” said a medical practitioner to the security professionals proposing improved security for the clinical information system. Every security professional is familiar with the challenge of deploying strong security practices around enterprise information systems, and the skepticism of well-intentioned yet uncooperative stakeholders. At the same time, security solutions can be cumbersome and may actually affect patient outcomes.

Information technology (IT) has great potential to improve healthcare, promising increased access, increased quality, and reduced expenses. In pursuing these opportunities, many healthcare organizations are increasing their use of mobile devices, cloud services, and Electronic Health Records (EHRs). Insurance plans and accountable-care organizations encourage regular or even continuous patient monitoring. Yet The Washington Post found healthcare IT to be vulnerable and healthcare organizations lagging behind in addressing known problems. Recent breaches at two major health insurance companies underscore this point: the healthcare industry moves toward automation and online records, yet falls behind when addressing security and privacy, ranking below retail in terms of cybersecurity.

The benefits of healthcare IT will be elusive if its security challenges are not adequately addressed. Security remains one of the most important concerns in a recent survey of the health and mHealth sectors, and research has illustrated the risks incurred by cyber-attacks on medical devices such as pacemakers. More than two-thirds (69%) of respondents say their organization’s IT security does not meet expectations for FDA-approved medical devices.

Privacy protection is also critical for healthcare IT; although this column focuses on security, it should be noted that many security breaches lead to disclosure of personal information and thus an impact on patient privacy.

Critical Research Challenges
The accompanying figure shows the complex trust relationships involved. Those who use medical information are diverse: families, clinicians, researchers, insurers, and employers are some
examples. Those who provide information are also diverse: traditional patients, healthy athletes, children, the elderly, and so forth. The mobile devices and cloud systems are also diverse and are often managed by multiple organizations. The result is a complex mix of trust relationships with implications both for technology and the social, economic, and regulatory environment in which the technology operates.

Designers and developers of health-care information technologies can help by designing security into all devices, apps, and systems, and by developing policies and practices that recognize the rights of individuals regarding information collected on them: where it will be stored, how it will be used, and whom will have access. Researchers should develop new methods for authentication, identification, data anonymization, software assurance, device and system management—and human factors should play a critical role in all of these methods. Some of the most-critical research challenges are described here.

**Usable authentication tools.** Health IT presents many demanding problems for users in authenticating themselves to systems. Traditional authentication mechanisms like passwords can disrupt workflow and interfere with the primary mission of patient care. New authentication mechanisms must blend into the clinical workspace, recognize that staff often wear gloves and masks (obviating solutions based on face and fingerprint recognition), and work with smartphones, tablets, desktops, and laptops.

EHR systems should not arbitrarily limit clinical staff from viewing an entire record—denying access in an emergency situation may lead to delayed care or even death. However, “break-the-glass” provisions of many EHRs to provide emergency access to patient records make more information available than necessary for care. Break-the-glass mechanisms should expose patient records in stages to provide needed information without providing too much information, and trigger automated and organizational audit mechanisms.

Patients are increasingly asked to use (or wear) mHealth technology outside the clinical setting, but might not want mHealth data to reveal detailed activities. They might want to suspend reporting for periods of time, or block systems from storing or sharing data that is not directly relevant to treating their condition. Mechanisms should separate data collection, analysis, and presentation to limit data that travels outside the patient’s trust circle. These mechanisms should be easy to understand and use, indicating how data may be collected, stored, and shared. Fine-grained consent descriptions should interoperate across mHealth systems and EHRs, and travel with data that flows from one system to another. The foundation of any privacy-supporting solution is a secure system with strong mechanisms for identifying and authenticating users.

The declining cost of gene sequencing enables a new generation of precision medicine. Although this technology has great promise, basic issues have yet to be handled: how patients should access their own genomic information, how they control sharing with health professionals, and how best to provide “direct to consumer” services like support for genealogy explorations.

**Trustworthy control of medical devices.** Today’s sophisticated medical devices like infusion pumps and vital-sign monitors are increasingly networked (possibly via the Internet) and run safety-critical software. Network-capable medical devices may have cyber-security vulnerabilities that can
have implications for patient safety. Medical devices must contain defenses against today’s known vulnerabilities and tomorrow’s anticipated threats. Medical devices must defend against conventional malware that attacks their outdated operating systems. For example, Conficker and botnet malware can break into unmaintained systems easily; old operating systems provide large reservoirs for the Conficker worm, and medical devices can have long product life cycles that persist with outdated operating-system software. MRI machines running Windows 95, pacemaker programmers recently upgraded from OS/2 to Windows XP, and pharmaceutical compounders running Windows XP Embedded have been noted. Medical devices must also withstand threats that match the future product life cycle, but it is difficult to secure a device for 20 years. The 1995 desktop computer could not withstand today’s threats of spam, malware, drive-by-downloads, and phishing attacks. It is difficult to design medical devices for evolving threats. According to the Veterans Administration, modern malware can enter via USB drives used by contractors upgrading medical-device software. Better methods are needed to engineer secure software and ensure secure systems are running. Improvements are needed for detecting attempted network attacks (wired or wireless), and for dealing with attacks in progress without compromising patient safety. Solutions aimed at desktop computers and Internet servers might not work for medical devices. For more on this topic, see the recent Communications article by Sametinger et al.10

Trust through accountability. Health IT provides a foundation for diagnosis, treatment, and other medical decision making. This foundation must be both dependable and trustworthy. Technical security is essential, but trust also critically depends on social, organizational, and legal frameworks behind the technology. Health IT must be accountable, which means people and organizations must be held responsible for the ways the systems are used. Systems configured to provide access to many must be backed by responsible organizational policies that determine who has access and when. “Break-glass” mechanisms must be guided by protocols about who can break the glass, and for what purpose. Audits of all health IT systems are needed to monitor for buggy or inappropriate behavior, and to support post-event analysis as well as the development of proper access controls.4 There has been considerable study of audit logs and accountability for hospital patient records, but mobile systems and devices also need rigorous auditing. Automated analysis of audit logs in medical systems would be useful, as would be the ability to detect anomalies (such as staff members looking at rarely examined records or device settings changed by a person not normally given access to the device). Access restrictions should be imposed according to workflow data and/or models trained via machine learning to diminish reliance on post-hoc accountability. There are many research opportunities in this space.

Conclusion

The research community must address many fundamental and practical challenges to enable healthcare IT to achieve the level of security essential for widespread adoption and successful deployment. For doctors and other caregivers to embrace more secure solutions, they need to be usable and fit within their clinical workflow. For patients and family members to accept these technologies, they need to be comfortable with the privacy of their personal information and able to effectively use the security solutions that support those privacy mechanisms. We call on the research community to tackle these challenges with us.10

The benefits of healthcare IT will be elusive if its security challenges are not adequately addressed.
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